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 Background: Automatic video surveillance-based security is one of the most trending 
improvements in the security industry. Automatic surveillance system has reduced 

manual effort to a great extent helping in establishing security in both public and 

private places. Hence, surveillance is useful for forensic and other investigations. 
However, detecting and monitoring moving objects still requires improvements to 

handle certain situations in complex environment. Automating the abnormal human 

behavior can play a significant role in improving security. In this work a framework is 
designed that supports a human personnel monitoring the video surveillance in 

detection of unwanted behaviors classified into two main classes, dynamic suspicious 

behavior as person entering into forbidden area and static dangerous objects as 
abandoned luggage, bomb, etc. Such events are automatically detected and alarms are 

sent to the operator. It involves an intersection of processes foreground segmentation 

followed by detection of object key points based on Scale Invariant Feature Transform. 
Then a homography match is found that determines first level suspicious objects. 

Outliers are estimated and eliminated thereby forming second level suspicious area. 
Finally a filtering is performed to ascertain the presence of suspicious objects. The goal 

of this research is to move from low level function to complex scene analysis to detect 

human and recognize their behavior in abnormal conditions. The preliminary analysis 
carried out from this perspective effectively finds those objects that violate the 

restricted area. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Earlier the population and crime level was comparatively low than the modern world. With increase in 

crime rate, it requires security in the form of video surveillance in complex environments. Video surveillance is 

a tool for observing problem prone areas like theft, abandoned object, stealing vehicles, trespassing, fainting, 

loitering, fighting etc. Although video surveillance systems are available, it is generally used for post event 

analysis only. The purpose of automated video surveillance must be to alert the personnel of the event when 

crime happens. Automating the video surveillance involves processing and analyzing its content through a series 

of techniques to determine its behavior. Processing a video includes video segmentation, object detection, object 

classification and behavior analysis Honghai Liu et al. (2012). The input video is split into sequence of image 

frames, the objects are derived by object detection process which uses the techniques like background 

subtraction, foreground segmentation and modeling. A reference background image is extracted from a 

sequence of frames using background subtraction. The moving object along with noise is extracted by filtering 

out the static background using foreground segmentation. The results are processed for further analysis by 

filtering out noise. The objects are classified based on its features which are performed on each frame in the 

video sequence. The movement of the object between frames is tracked based on spatial and temporal 

properties. With the results obtained, behavior recognition methodology is formulated. This methodology can be 

customized for various applications.  

 

Video Surveillance: 

 Video surveillance is a process by which video sequences can be analyzed for various purposes. Kinjal A et 

al. (2012) Video surveillance has become a significant technology in today's security systems. As crime levels 

increasing every day, video surveillance has proved to be a great aid in detecting and analyzing the events. 

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/searchresult.jsp?searchWithin=p_Authors:.QT.Honghai%20Liu.QT.&newsearch=true
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Video surveillance can be broadly classified as manual, semi-autonomous or fully-autonomous. Manual video 

surveillance involves analysis of the video content by a human. It only provides the video content from time to 

time, monitoring and other operations are to be performed by the person in charge. It requires a human to 

constantly keep track of the various happenings in the video to detect suspicious activities. Semi-autonomous 

video surveillance involves some form of video processing but with significant human intervention. In such 

systems, the system itself may perform certain functions and manual actions can be performed on the result. 

Only high level tasks require human intervention. By a fully-autonomous system, only input is the video 

sequence taken at the scene where surveillance is performed. In such systems there is no human intervention and 

the system does both the low-level tasks like motion detection and tracking and high-level decision making 

tasks like abnormal event detection and behavior recognition. The presence of a human operator throughout the 

video surveillance is impractical and infeasible. Automating the operations that are usually performed by a 

human operator has being undergoing research in the field of intelligent video surveillance, Honghai Liu et al. 

(2012).There are a number of applications where such a fully automated system may be used. Some are person 

identification in access authentication, anomaly detection, behavior analysis and event classification. General 

framework of the video surveillance diagram is depicted in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: A generic framework of video surveillance. 

 

Related works: 

 Automatic analysis of video streams is a highly challenging research topic. Amongst others, changing 

illumination conditions, the variability of people's appearances and actions as well as the lack of training data 

are common problems an automatic surveillance system has to cope with. 

 Mohannad Ellhamond et al. (2013) framework obtains 3-D object-level information by detecting and 

tracking people and luggage in the scene using a real-time blob matching technique. Based on the temporal 

properties of these blobs, behaviors and events are semantically recognized by employing object and inter object 

motion features. But their work is limited to handle occlusions as it is based only on color histograms. 

 Hui Kong et al. (2010) framework a novel to detect the abandoned and removed objects, focus is on a 

detecting technique that finds all static regions in the scene and how to determine whether they correspond to 

abandoned or removed objects. A mixture of Gaussians method is employed to analyze the foreground. Stauffer 

and Grimson introduced a mixture of K Gaussians (usually K is from 3 to 5) to build the background model and 

detect the moving objects. But their work is limited to non-flat objects. 

  L. Sijun et al. (2006) describes a novel approach for detecting unattended packages in surveillance video. 

The approach proposed here detects unattended packages based on accumulated knowledge about human and 

non-human objects from continuous object tracking and classification. Different scenarios of the unattended 

package events are detected by designing various reasoning rules. A rule using human activity recognition is 

introduced in the case where a package is left unattended by a single person explicitly to decide its ownership. 

 But their work is limited to detect the moving objects in complex environment. 

 Weiyao Lin et al. (2014) frameworks a new network-based algorithm for human activity recognition in 

videos. It models the entire scene as a network. Thus, various human activities can be modeled as the process of 

package transmission in the network. By analyzing the transmission process, various activities such as abnormal 

activities and group activities can be effectively recognized. But the limitation of this paper is not specifying 

what kind of abnormality is identified. 

 Tahir Nawaz et al. (2014) frameworks evaluating the multi-target video tracking results, to quantify the 

accuracy of the estimated target-size and the cardinality error as well as measure the frequency of occurrence by 

quantifying long term tracking accuracy different levels. It survey about exiting multiple target tracking. 

 A. Tavakkoli et al. (2010) discusses a framework where the detected objects are taken as inputs using 

which their appearance models are modeled, maintained and individuals within the video are tracked. Object of 

interest in the video sequence are tracked using Spatio-Spectral Tracking module (SST). Foreground regions are 

detected and are processed further with a blob detection module. A unique ID is assigned once the target for 

each individual has been found in the new frame. But their work is limited to detect the occluded objects in the 

foreground regions. 

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/searchresult.jsp?searchWithin=p_Authors:.QT.Honghai%20Liu.QT.&newsearch=true
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 YunyoungNam et al.(2014) proposes a framework 3-tier surveillance system to design and implementation 

of the prototypes ha s served as a logic basis to elaborate broad design concepts  and intelligent video computing 

technologies that may give performance. The system has different established event rules and message 

exchanging rules with vendors. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

 In this research work a reference video and a target video which are taken by a camera following similar 

movement, the two videos are initially split into frames and roughly aligned. Generally, it is hard to find the 

suspicious object if only the aligned frames are compared, due to the large viewpoint variation. This is because 

it does not guarantee that the camera has the same view angle. Therefore, a fine geometric alignment is 

necessary. A homography for accurate alignment is used where object detection is performed David J.Lowe et 

al. (2004). By using the alignment between reference and target frames, all possible suspicious areas are 

highlighted. By using the alignment within the frames on target, false alarms can be detected. By alignment on 

both Reference and Target within, most of the false alarms corresponding to the non suspicious flat areas can be 

removed which is caused by illumination or shadow. Finally, a filtering step is used to remove the remaining 

false alarms. The architectural framework is shown in Figure 3 which explains the flow of recognizing the 

suspicious object in forbidden areas. 

 

Object detection: 

 The input video may be split into a series of image frames each depicting a scene that occurs over time. 

When a new frame comes in, it first undergoes object detection. The object detector’s task is to find those 

objects that have made its presence in the previous frames. In other words: to segment the foreground. 

Segmenting the foreground is different from finding all moving objects in the scene depending on the 

application. For example, in abandoned object detection, the static object (say a luggage) may be considered 

background as there is no movable object involved. For a general application, the foreground consists of objects 

that are both movable and static. That means people at rest are also part of the foreground, as are nonhuman 

objects that can be moved by the people in the scene. Foreground segmentation is usually achieved by defining a 

model of the background of the scene and subtracting it from each input frame (using a Background Subtraction 

Algorithm, or BSA) this is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
 
Fig. 2: Abnormality in Forbidden areas.                                                                       

 

Object classification: 

 The moving regions in the video make a respond to different classification include a broad range of 

decision-theoretic approaches to the identification of images. It classifies objects taking in to account the certain 

features of each object may possess. Major classification is to determine movable and static objects from the 

resulted foreground. The step is to take the classified objects as input and further segment the normal and 

abnormal objects. When considering a video there can be a number of objects captured such as humans, 

vehicles, crowds etc.  Hence, it is essential to correctly classify the objects to derive their behavior. Two popular 

approaches are shape based and motion based. Shape based classification approach classifies objects based on 

its physical dimensions like shape, blob size, silhouette, area occupied etc., While motion based classification 

approach classifies objects based on its periodic properties. In certain cases, both the above mentioned 

classification approaches are combined.  

 

http://link.springer.com/search?facet-author=%22Yunyoung+Nam%22
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Fig. 3: Flow diagram for suspicious object recognition in forbidden area. 
 

Object tracking:  

 The task of an object tracker is to establish a correspondence between blobs in successive motion images. 

The movement of the objects between frames is tracked through time to detect its behavior. It involves steps to 

group the classified objects that depict common features. A people tracker is an object tracker with the specific 

goal of tracking blobs corresponding to humans. The tracking mechanism is application specific. In indoor 

environments it is generally true to treat every blob in the motion image as human as changes of non human 

objects moving around is minimal. The blobs in the previous motion image that have already been tracked are 

called tracked objects. The task of this process is to compare to images to match features and determine if they 

occur in the corresponding frames and then estimate its position. In order to track an object, the relative frame 

movement is calculated by the Position Estimation block. This block takes in the matched coordinates and 

calculates the new estimated position of the vehicle or object in the new frame. Once the object descriptors are 

found by SIFT for reference and target frames, a homography estimation is performed to compute the matching 

between objects in reference and target RANdom SAmple Consensus: to compute the matching between the 

objects in the consecutive video frames RANSAC technique is used. SIFT selects scale space extreme points as 

a feature points for a image I(x, y) the image as different scales by filtering it with a Gaussian kernel as    

L x, y, σ = G x, y, σ ∗ I(x, y) and  G x, y, σ = 1/2πσ2e−(x2+y2)/2σ2
 , where L is a smoothed images and D is 

computed from the subtraction of simple image and the standard deviation is  σ as an octave and the points in 

region around keypoint are selected and magnitude and orientations of gradient are calculated 

      𝑚 𝑥, 𝑦 =  (𝐿(𝑥 + 1, 𝑦) − 𝐿(𝑥 − 1, 𝑦) )^2 + 𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦 + 1) − 𝐿(𝑥 − 1, 𝑦) )^2 

𝜃 𝑥, 𝑦 = tan−1(( 𝐿 𝑥, 𝑦 + 1 − 𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦 − 1)/(𝐿 𝑥 + 1, 𝑦 − 𝐿 𝑥 − 1, 𝑦 )) 

 It is applied to find optimal inliers that can used to compute the homography matrix.  

 

Behavior Analysis: 

 This is the most vital process that alerts the operator about the abnormality occurrence in the scene. A final 

temporal filtering that fallows outlier elimination is performed to eliminate all false alarms and caused and the 

abnormal event (if any) is detected .Behavior that is considered interesting in the case of automated security is 

intrusion, fighting, vandalism, accidents, loitering and so on. Behavior recognition is a very challenging task as 

it involves understanding people’s intentions in order to false alarms.  

 

Event Detection: 

 Event detection is a phase where there is no specification of what event is to be detected. It could be an 

application in the area of surveillance like accident detection through traffic surveillance video or abandoning of 

bag/luggage in airport or railway station. Or, it could even be a general application like fire detection. The 

proposed framework is implemented for two applications 

 Abandoned luggage or bomb detection in public areas 

 Restricted area intrusion 
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Algorithm1: Estimating the parameters to 

model inliers. 

Algorithm2: Evaluating the outliers 

based on matching homography. 

Pseudo code: Indentifying suspicious bag and 

person entering in forbidden area 

Step 1: Split the video into frame images. 

Step 2: Apply SIFT method on the images 

to 
extract their  keypoints. 

Step3: Matching the images to find 

homography 
between them. 

Step4:Apply RANSAC - RANdom Sample 

Consensus formula, give below in order to 
estimate the parameters to model inliers. 

 

RANSAC - RANdom SAmple Consensus 
Is an iterative method to estimate parameters of a 

mathematical model from a set of observed 

data which contains outliers. Ransac rejects 
inconsistent matches. 

log 1 − 𝑝 

log  1 −
𝐼
𝑁

𝐼 − 1
𝑁 − 1

 
= 𝐾 

 
k  … number of samples drawn 

N … number of data points 

I … time to compute a single model 
p … confidence in the solution (.95) 

Outliers - an observation that is 

numerically distant from the rest of the 
data. 

Step 5:Apply filtering to determine the 

abandoned object effectively. 

Step 1: Extract features using SIFT 

technique. 
Step 2: Compute set of potential 

matches 

between them. 
Step 3: Do 

3.1: Determine the minimal matches to  fit 

the model. 
3.1.1:Select four feature pairs (at 

random) 
3.1.2: Compute homography H 

(exact) 

3.1.3: Compute inliers where 
SSD(pi’, H pi) < ε 

3.1.4: Keep largest set of inliers 

3.1.5:Re-compute least-squares H 
estimate on all of the 

inliers. 

3.2: Find matches that fit the model 
in 

each sample. 

3.3: Determine inliers. 
Repeat until enough matches 

become inliers. 

Step 4: Compute the model based on 
all 

inliers. 

Step 5: Determine the outliers based 
on 

homography 

main() 
{ ... 

lookForAnySuspiciousObject() 

if (suspicious bag detected in frame[n]) 
{ Goto frame[n-1] and verify 

if (bag found) ⇒ bag stationary 
Continue backtracking till not found 

if (bag not found) 
traverse(n) }... 

lookForAnyPersonEnteringForbiddenArea() 

if (person detected in frame[n]){ 
Goto frame[n-1] and verify 

if (person found) 

Continue backtracking till not found 
if ( not found) 

traverse(n)}...} 

traverse(n){ 
attempt to match bag template in 

neighbourhood 

Determine the inliers and compute model 

Apply the homography for outliers 

if (matched) 

⇒bag in motion, presumably with owner 
findPerson_in_Forbiddenarea() 
while (more matches needed) 

continue iterative reverse traversal 

i.e. n = n-1{  if (not matched) 
bag not in scene  //point of entry overshot in 

traversal 

continue iterative traversal in 
forward direction i.e. n = n + 1 

when (matched){ 

find Person_in_Forbiddenarea() 
} while (more patches needed) 

continue iterative forward ⇒⇒ 
Traversal  i.e. n = n + 1  }   } 

 

 The First application is abandoned luggage or bomb detection in public areas. The implementation involves 

detecting a bag abandoned in a classroom. As the figure depicts (Figure 4) SIFT keypoints are found and their 

description is used to perform a homography match depicted by lines between frames. And finally removing all 

noise, the abandoned bag is alone detected. 

 

Violation Of Restricted Area: 

 Consider an image frame that has normal background and an image frame with people and objects. The 

objective here is to estimate a threshold to determine a region that is taken as forbidden and alert the operator in 

case of any penetrations. Any movement of objects outside the forbidden area is treated as normal and not of the 

required concern. The assumption is any object that enters this area is treated as abnormality and must be 

detected. Here, it considers an area with people and bag. A threshold is considered at the shadow line and 

anyone who goes beyond are tracked and detected. Alarm is sent to the operator regarding the same as shown in 

the Figure 5.A reference image frame split from the video that shows normal condition and a target image that 

includes certain new objects. The objective is to find those objects that violate the restricted area. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 To detect the behavior, the frames must be analyzed. In the simplest case, a single frame may provide the 

prominent information. The comparison between them is show in the Figure 6.  The Proposed system is tested 

manually to detect the object which is not present in the Reference frame Ri and Target frame Ti by considering 

three different video frames. So by comparing manually the matching between the frames and the abnormalities 

that are identified is listed in the Table 1 and Table 3.The performance computation at each stage in listed in 

Table 2. Examples of such events are unattended luggage, intrusion into forbidden areas and someone lying on 

the floor in a public area. 

 Compared to existing traditional approaches highest orientation is achieved by eliminating 90% of false 

matches and achieved a Threshold value of 0.8 as shown in Figure 7. 
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Fig. 4: From top (Clockwise) a)Reference frame b)Target   frame(with abandoned luggage) c)Gray scale difference in target 

frame d)SIFT points on target frame e)Homography within target frames f)Abandoned object eliminating 

noiseg)Homography between target and reference frame h)Homography within reference frame i)SIFT points in 

reference frame j)Gray scale difference.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5: From top (Clockwise) a)Reference frame b)Target   frame c)SIFT points on target frame d)Gray scale difference in 

target frame  e)Homography within target frames f)Suspicious objects in reference frame g) Objects entering 

forbidden area 

 
Table 3: Testing with different videos.      

Test 
Test 

Video 1 

Test 

Video 2 

Test 

Video 3 

No of abnormalities 1 2 4 

No of abnormalities identified 1 2 5 

                   

 
 

Fig. 6: Matches between image frames. R: Reference T: Target.             
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Fig. 7: Threshold obtained by ratio of distances. 

 
Table 1: Matching between the Reference frame and Target frame.                    

Frames No. of keypoints No. of matches 

Ri and Ti 39   and    17 5 

Ti and Ti+1 42   and     39 35 

Ri and Ri+1 17   and     15 12 

 
Table 2: Performance computation at each stage. 

S. NO STAGE EFFICIENCY 

1 Gray scale 15% 

. 2 SIFT Match 45% 

3 Outlier Elimination 70% 

4 Final detection 93% 

                            

Conclusion: 

 Video surveillance is currently one of the most active research topic and is gaining huge interest in the 

computer security domain. Processing video sequence and performing all key functions like motion detection, 

object segmentation, object tracking and object classification forms the basis of the current automated video 

surveillance. Research is carried out to move from low level function to complex scene analysis to detect human 

and recognize their behavior. The approach proposed opens the door for potential applications involving event 

detection like person identification, access control, fire detection, abandoned luggage detection, alarming and so 

on. The work has presented a framework that successfully detects abnormal activity in a public or private space.  

 The approach works against variation in illumination, and also handles false alarms caused. In times of 

large occlusions and clutter, the approach detects noise along with suspicious objects. Furthermore, the system 

could be optimized in terms of its speed and efficiency.                          
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